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THE DEAL SHEET

• Our publication is called The Deal Sheet 

• Thousands of qualified and active buyers looking 
to purchase property subscribe to it

• Substantial on-going  investment to educate, 
nurture and grow our clients

• Sophisticated customer relationship management 
system in place

• The Deal Sheet is a subscriber only publication

• Your listings will not be advertised on trade me, 
realestate.co.nz or other mediums

Servicing Real Estate
Agencies Nationwide
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I have been working now with Andrew from The Property Agency for 6 
months and have found him reliable, methodical and honest and particularly 
easy to deal with. He has generated several sales and conditional agreements 
to date from his database and look forward to future dealings with him.

Yours sincerely 
Peter McIntyre AREINZ

Bayleys Real Estate, Gisborne

Over the last couple of years I have completed numerous property 
transactions with Tracy Love form The Property Agency and I have found her 
fantastic to deal with. Tracy possesses the technical skill and relevant industry 
knowledge/expertise to deal with any hurdles that arise. Communication is 
dealt with swiftly and e�ciently to minimise time delays and combined with 
a driven mind set to see the transaction through to completion, makes Tracy 
my �rst call when I list an investment property. 

Kind Regards,
Regan Thwaites

Residential Sales & Property Manager

I have worked with Michael Connolly to sell properties in Whangarei 
and have always found him to be very easy and professional to deal 
with.  He has always communicated back to me and made dealing 
with him a pleasure. I hope we will be able to have many 
more deals in the future 
Kind Regards, 
Lorraine Ward 

Tracy and I have worked over the last 18 months on a fairly 
consistent basis. I have found Tracy to be forth coming on 
expectations and building issues on the properties she 
views, being quiet fastidious with closely scrutinizing 
potential purchases for her clients.

She is quick to call experts to assess the quality of 
the building and the potential rental values and 
options. An excellent communicator, Tracy has 
a nice manner with people, a reassuring and 
positive tone when dealing with nervous 
tenants, owner and real estate agents.

I am happy to commend Tracy as a 
lady from places north who has 
quickly gained the respect and ear 
of the real estate industry in 
Invercargill.

Dave Robinson
Southland Real Estate


